
ASSIGNMENT 6

CURRENT AGE  30,  RETIREMENT AGE 60,   ,  LIFE EXPECTANCY 85,  

ROI  = 12% P.A.                  INFLATION = 7% P.A. 

Current house hold expenses 4 lacs

CURRENT cost of marriage 25 lacs

Current cost of education 10 lacs

Current cost of house 50 lacs

Current cost of world tour 10 lacs

Solve the first 10 questions  on the basis of above information:

1. How much should be saved monthly for 10 years for higher education if required after 10 years

a. Cost of education today=10L, Cost after 10Y@7% inflation=10L*(1.07)^10=19.67L

b. Begin, FV=19.67..L, n=120,i=12, pv=0, p/y=12, c/y=1, pmt=-8780.51

2. How much should be saved monthly for 15 years for house if required after 15 years

a. Cost of house today=50L, cost after 15Y@7% inflation=1,37,95,157

b. Begin, FV=1.37.. C, n=180,i=12, pv=0, p/y=12, c/y=1, pmt=-28,985

3. How much should be saved quarterly for 20 years for marriage if required after 20 years

a. Cost of marriage after 20Y = 25L*1.07^20 = 96,74,211

b. Begin, Fv=96..L, n=20*4, i=12%, p/y=4, c/y=1, PMT=-31,255

4. How much should be saved half yearly for 30 years for marriage if required after 30 years

a. Cost of marriage after 30Y = 25L*1.07^30 = 1.903..C

b. Begin, Fv=1.903..C, n=30*2, i=12%, p/y=2, c/y=1, PMT=-36,200



5. What would be annual house hold expenses at age 60

a. Household expense at 60 = 4L*1.07^30 = 30,44,902

6. How much corpus will be required at age 60 if require Rs.10 lacs per annum fixed during post 
retirement life.

a. Begin, N=25, I = 12%pmt=10,00,000, fv=0, p/y=c/y=1, PV=-87,84,315

7. How much corpus will be required at age 60 if require Rs.10 lacs per annum inflation adjusted 
during post retirement life.

a. RRR=(ROI - I)/(1 + I) where ROI =.12, I=.07.  RRR= (12 – 7)/( 1+ .07) = 5/1.07 = 4.6728%

b. Begin, N=25, I = 4.6728....%, pmt=10,00,000, fv=0, PV=-1,52,48,586.44

8. If Rs.100 lacs required at age 60 , how much should be saved monthly during pre-retirement life

a. Begin, N=30*12, i=12%, pv=0, fv=100,00,000, p/y=12, c/y=1, pmt=3,245.72

9. If saving Rs.5000 pm during pre retirement life, how much corpus would be at age 60? How 
much can be withdrawn monthly fixed amount during post retirement life? And how much can 
be withdrawn annually inflation adjusted during post retirement life?

a. Begin, N=360, i=12, pv=0, pmt=-5000, p/y=12, c/y=1, fv=1,54,04,866

b. Begin, n= 300, i=12, pv=ans, p/y=12, c/y=1, pmt=1,53,849

c. Begin, n= 25, i=(12 – 7)/1.07%, pv=ans, p/y=1, c/y=1, pmt=10,10,248.79

10.  If saving Rs.50000 half yearly during (Pre)post retirement life, how much corpus would be at age
60? How much can be withdrawn quarterly fixed amount during post retirement life? And how 
much can be withdrawn monthly inflation adjusted during post retirement life?

a. Begin, n=60, i=12, pv=0, pmt=-50,000, p/y=2, c/y=1, fv=2,62,84,755

b. Begin, n=100, i=12, pv=ans, p/y=4, c/y=1, pmt=7,80,144

c. Begin, n=300, i=(12-7)/1.07pv=2,62,84,755, p/y=12, c/y=1, pmt=1,46,671.69




